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1. Introduction 

In the age of mass media, the microphone has become such a commonplace attribute of 

the media interview that hardly anybody pays attention to it when it appears on camera. 

The audience rarely seems to question how the microphone is used in interviews, for 

what purposes and what it accomplishes. 

However, since the microphone is used in media interviews as a transmission 

device, it is involved in the interaction between its two main participants, the 

interviewer (IR) and the interviewee (IEE), and has a certain communicative role and 

function. First of all, the microphone serves as a loudspeaker, i.e. it delivers live speech 

of the interview participants to the audience; secondly, it has a function of a recording 

device, i.e. it has the potential of delivering recorded interview speech to the audience. 

In any case, however, the microphone fulfils the main objective of the interview: 

delivery of interview contents to the audience.    

For understanding the role of the microphone, let us first of all review the history 

of its development. It officially begins in 1861 and is connected with the invention of a 

contact microphone by Philipp Reis (Schneider 2008: 315); that microphone contained a 

so-called “sound transmitter” (Robjohns 2001: 1) but, however, could not transmit 

intelligible speech. Later on, in 1876, Alexander Graham Bell‟s experiments 

demonstrated that it was as well possible to transmit intelligible speech. The first 

microphones capable of transmitting speech by no means resembling the modern 

gadgets were based on “liquid transmitters” (Robjohns 2001: 1) or built on transmission 

properties of carbon (Robjohns 2001: 2). A major step towards the microphone 

development was taken by Thomas Alva Edison whose “carbon-button transmitter” 

invented in 1886 (Robjohns 2001: 2) was a prototype of a telephone transmitter used for 

decades, until other types of microphones were developed: “condenser”, “capacitor”, 

“electromagnetic” and “ribbon” microphones (Robjohns 2001: 3-4). Over a century of 

use, the microphone has undergone a number of changes, both in structure and design 

(Schneider 2008, Robjohns 2001). For example, the static microphone used for studio 

broadcasting was gradually replaced by a portable, battery-fuelled one, which made it 

possible to conduct real-life interviews and reports “in the field” and let the audience 

witness events. Later on, the invention of small individual microphones attached to the 

speakers‟ clothes made it possible to provide each speaker with his / her own 

microphone during broadcasting. 
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 In general, the new technology of recording has dramatically transformed the 

nature of mass media from print to broadcast; due to its transmitting and recording 

capacities (Robjohns 2001: 4), microphone became an absolutely crucial tool on radio 

and television, which, in other words, would simply not exist without the invention of 

the microphone or a device with similar capacities. The modern microphone is, firstly, a 

common transmission device, and secondly, it serves as a recording device; these 

properties have resulted in its broad use in mass media, both on radio and television. Its 

involvement in the process of media interaction is unquestionable, because it transmits 

the signal to the audience, therefore fulfilling the main objectives of this particular form 

of institutionalized interaction.  

The main purpose of this research is to discuss the specificity of the microphone 

as a gestural tool through which the sequence organization of media two-party 

interviews is accomplished. The study focuses on the practical communicative problems 

of microphone operations in a media setting where the parties have alternating turns, 

and addresses the question of who of the participants speaks next and for how long. It is 

particularly concerned with investigating what the participating parties can do with the 

microphone, what it accomplishes, and how it is used as a tool for interaction with an 

audience. We particularly focus on how microphone moves can make us see how people 

orient to emergent content structures in talk, and how microphone performs as a device 

for confirmation of verbal turns. These questions appear especially important in the 

light of the fact that microphone operations of one of the speakers can be crucial for 

another speaker.  

Accordingly, the following research questions are presented in this study: 

1) What the use of microphone accomplishes in dyadic media interviews; 

2) How microphone is used as a tool for interaction with an audience; 

3) How participants orient to emergent content structures in talk; 

4) How sequence organization is accomplished through the microphone. 

By addressing the multimodality of microphone transitions in dyadic television 

interviews, we consider the microphone as one of the key gestural devices that 

influences the whole course of media interaction, and review its participation with its 

close interrelation of the verbal and other non-verbal resources of television interviews. 

By doing so we aim at concluding how the microphone serves as a device for 
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confirmation of verbal turns, and how it becomes significantly involved in the whole 

course of media interaction. 

The phenomenon addressed in this investigation is thus microphone transitions 

as a method of turn projection, an indicator of different stages of the sequential 

organization of media interviews, and their interrelation with the turn-constructional 

units (TCUs) (Liddicoat 2007: 54). This is related to the long-standing issue in 

conversation analysis (henceforth CA): the specificity of turn-taking in conversation in 

institutional settings (in media interviews) characterised by the use of one single 

microphone visible to the audience, and the degree of involvement of the microphone as 

a gestural device into the course of television interview interaction. 

Inspired by the interdisciplinary nature of the study subject, its topicality and the 

applied status, I have set a number of objectives. First of all, since the microphone 

represents a common gestural device in television interviews, I discuss previous CA 

research results in the sphere of television interview institutionalized interaction and 

different CA studies conducted on the role of multimodal resources in interactional 

practices. Secondly, after having discussed relevant results of previous research in this 

field as well as data and methods applied for my own study, I present my transcriptions 

of relevant extracts and analyse them. In the analysis section (4), through using the 

structure of the turn-taking procedure introduced by Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 

(1974: 722)
1
, I consider the participation of the microphone in the following constituent 

parts of turn-taking observed in the collected corpus of video interviews
2
: 

1) The microphone in turn initiation (characterized by speaker nomination or 

self-selection); 

2) The microphone in continuing the turn (characterized by speaker nomination 

or self-selection); 

3) The microphone in the turn-constructional unit endings (performed either by 

the IR or the IEE). 

In the last analytic section, I review other cases of microphone use in media 

interview communication. Among such cases I will mention using the microphone as a 

tool for the IR-IEE communication without the participation of the audience, when the 

message is not supposed to reach the audience. As an example of the opposite, the next 

study case reveals that if an IEE‟s message has not reached the audience, the 

                                                
1 Further details on the general structure of the turn are given in section 2.1. 
2 Further detailed transcriptions of the presented extracts are given in Appendix C: Transcriptions. 
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microphone can as well be used by the IR as a device for delivering that message to the 

audience. 

Finally, I outline the results of different microphone applications performed by 

the IR and the IEE as evidenced in the current corpus and make a conclusion about the 

microphone‟s impact on the interactional practices in two-party television interviews. 

 

2. Theoretical Background 

The previous section has revealed that the microphone as a transmission device has 

been in use for over a century and has become a commonplace media attribute today. Its 

functions as both a loudspeaker and a recording device necessitated its use in media 

context. Nevertheless, in spite of the long-standing interest in media interviews in many 

domains of discourse studies (see e.g. Clayman 1991, Clayman 2006, Clayman & 

Heritage 2002, Hirsch 1989, Greatbatch 1986, Greatbatch 1988, Heritage 1985, 

Heritage & Greatbatch 1991, Heritage & Roth 1995), microphone transitions in dyadic 

television interviews with the use of a single microphone for both parties has, to the best 

of my knowledge, not yet been addressed in interactional linguistics studies.  

For exploring how microphone operations in dyadic television interviews can be 

related to other results of CA research, let us consider two characteristic features of the 

research topic: first of all, the media interview represents a form of institutionalized 

interaction and therefore bears certain characteristics; secondly, the media interview 

interaction comprises a considerable amount of microphone transitions serving as a 

common multimodal practice which, however, has not yet been described and analysed 

from the perspective of its use in media interaction. 

   

2.1 Previous research on the television interview as a form of institutionalized mass 

media interaction 

Media interaction became the subject of the CA research in 1980-s and has over decades 

formed a separate branch of institutional interaction studies, with a whole range of 

aspects discussed in different media genres.  
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In addition to various communicative contexts in media interaction which define 

a number of rights and obligations of the participants, e.g. the news interview, the 

political debate, the talk-show etc each of which brings a number of characteristics (see 

e.g. Hirsch 1989), it is equally important to consider whether media interaction is 

performed on the television, or on the radio; in other words, whether the process of 

interaction is visible to the audience or not. This distinction appears especially 

important for understanding the methodology applied in this study. As opposed to radio 

interviews lacking any visual information and therefore researched in CA only from the 

point of view of the “auditory materials” (ten Have 1999: 108), television interviews 

documented by means of video recordings, with verbal interaction necessarily 

accompanied by the non-verbal, require another kind of methodology. Since the CA 

traditional methods were originally applied to audio recordings in the form of telephone 

conversations, vocal recordings and – later on – radio interviews, the growing interest in 

non-verbal information has resulted in developing new methods and approaches with 

the use of video recordings (ten Have 1999: 108) when recording became technically 

possible. 

In the CA research literature a number of features of the television interviews 

have been previously discussed. First of all, even though television interviews are often 

“pre-recorded”, “the edit seeks to sustain the viewer‟s experience of the event as a 

„single take‟” and thus seems to be showing interaction in real time (Hutchby 2006: 2), 

which presupposes a certain element of “conversational informality and spontaneity” 

(Clayman & Heritage 2002: 28). Secondly, the interviews are held for the audience; 

they are meant to be overheard by an audience that is visible or invisible at the moment 

of interaction (Heritage 1985: 99-100), i.e. whether the audience is present in the 

camera or behind the camera, or whether the audience is not present at the moment of 

interaction and will only be watching the recording. This feature is mentioned by 

Hutchby as “the co-present bodies” and “the „absent‟ audience” (Hutchby 2006: 1). 

Thirdly, the interview as a specialized form of institutional communication has initially 

appeared due to the simultaneous growing interest of the journalists and public people, 

which Clayman and Heritage mention as the “interview contract” (Clayman & Heritage 

2002: 28). That fact has resulted in the so-called “asymmetrical power relationship” 

performed by the participants according to their roles in the given communicative 

setting, i.e. in the television interview (Hirsch 1989: 153). In other words, the roles of 
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the participating parties as IR and IEE are “pre-established” (Heritage 1985: 97) and 

therefore dictate their rights and obligations (Hirsch 1989: 152). 

With all of this as a background, the turn-taking conditions in the television 

interviews are quite specific and are therefore worthy of mention in the current study. 

The institutionalized settings and the specificity of the television interview interaction 

result in a whole range of characteristic features that distinguish the turn-taking system 

of television interviews from that of other kinds of institutional interaction. Sacks, 

Schegloff and Jefferson formulated this idea like this: 

 

Debates, interviews differ from conversation on a range of [...] turn-taking parameters, and in the 

organization by which they achieve the set of parameter values whose presence they organize. 

(Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974: 729) 

 

First of all, for discussing these turn-taking parameters characteristic to television 

interviews and focusing on the use of the microphone in the given turn-taking 

conditions, let us introduce the general structure of the turn and its terminology which 

will be used in the following analysis. When a speaker has a turn, he / she is entitled a 

turn-constructional unit, or a TCU (Sacks, Schegloff, Jefferson 1974: 703), i.e. a 

shortest possible interaction turn characterized by completeness which allows a change 

of speakership (Arminen 2005: 118). Turn-constructional units (TCUs) can vary greatly 

in length and content; according to Sacks et al. they may be divided syntactically into 

“sentential, clausal, phrasal and lexical” (1974: 720). The researchers argue that a 

speaker who has a turn is given the right to use one TCU, followed by a transition-

relevance place, or a TRP (Sacks, Schegloff, Jefferson 1974: 703). Consequently, TRPs 

represent “points of possible completion” of TCUs (Liddicoat 2007: 57) as they 

coordinate the speaker change in the course of interaction (Sacks, Schegloff, Jefferson 

1974: 703).  

The general structural organization of a turn is introduced by Sacks, Schegloff 

and Jefferson (1974): 

 

Turns display gross organizational features that reflect their occurrence in a series. They 

regularly have a three-part structure: one which addresses the relation of a turn to a prior, one 

involved with what is occupying the turn, and one which addresses the relation of the turn to a 

succeeding one. (Sacks, Schegloff, Jefferson 1974: 722)  
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This structure of the turn is taken into consideration in the following analysis of the 

microphone use in television interviews, with the microphone operations being in focus 

in each of the above-mentioned parts of the turn structure (See: 4.1 - 4.3). 

 We will now return to the question regarding which specific turn-taking 

parameters distinguish television interviews among other types of institutionalized 

interaction. Firstly, the turn-taking system of television interviews is based on “non-

mechanistic turn-taking conditions”, in comparison with other forms of institutional 

interaction (Hirsch 1989: 150); Hirsch characterises television interviews as “more 

organic or less predetermined” than some other media genres, e.g. the debate (Hirsch 

1989: 150). Secondly, the question-answer adjacency pair is very frequent in interviews; 

Clayman and Heritage call it “the question-answer format” as they consider it the first 

ground rule for constructing the interview (Clayman & Heritage 2002: 95). The 

“question-answer structure” typical for interviews has resulted in the specific sets of 

resources available for the IR and the IEE for communicating with each other (Clayman 

& Heritage 2002: 96). More than that, according to Greatbatch (1988), in media 

interviews the IR and the IEE actually “[...] confine themselves to producing turns that 

are at least minimally recognisable as questions and answers, respectively” (Greatbatch 

1988: 404). Yet, Greatbatch notes that “statement turn components” are typical for the 

IR, too, as they tend to precede the IR‟s questions (Greatbatch 1988: 404).  

 The above-mentioned turn-taking conditions in media interviews result in a 

certain distribution of the communicative and turn-taking resources among the IR and 

the IEE. This information will be valuable in the further analysis of extracts of dyadic 

television interviews where only one microphone is used for both parties.  

In dyadic television and microphone-mediated interviews turn-taking resources 

are distributed as follows: 

- The IR is regularly the only participant who is in charge of the microphone, 

and who can introduce his entry or closing his turn by microphone 

transitions.  

- The IEE has at his / her disposal a range of other “turn-entry-devices” 

(Mondada 2007: 201); the IEE can introduce self-selection with both non-

verbal devices (e.g. nodding, shaking the head etc.) and verbal ones, with 

phrases or turn-entry words that are pronounced when the other party has the 

microphone, but that may result in the speaker turn. 
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Since the microphone serves as a transmission device, as it was previously discussed in 

section 1, the speakership of the IEE to a certain extent depends on the microphone 

position at the moment of TCU production. Thus, if the IEE‟s utterance is not broadcast 

to the audience, it is not communicated, so the aim of the media interview is not 

fulfilled. The IEE‟s use of various devices for turn-entry can bring him/her the next 

turn, but the IEE‟s initiatives can be as well ignored by the IR (Hirsch 1989: 153).  

In addition to the above-mentioned question-answer sequential organization, 

Heritage also attributes to the news interviews the “third-turn receipt”, i.e. the IEE‟s 

response when a question has been asked and answered (Heritage 1985: 96); this 

appears as well characteristic of other types of media interviews. 

The aforementioned characteristics make a considerable impact on the course of 

interaction in dyadic television interviews and, in addition to the verbal practices, they 

are related to gestural resources, one of which is microphone transitions. Thus bearing 

them in mind will be useful during the further analysis of the data. 

 

2.2 Previous CA studies on the involvement of multimodal resources in interaction 

The significance of linguistic and verbal resources has long been a central issue in 

interactional linguistics. However, after having focused on the verbal and prosodic part 

of the interaction in CA, the researchers have recently begun to address the issue of 

multimodal practices, and the interrelation between non-verbal and linguistic resources. 

In his summary of CA principles, Arminen draws the readers‟ attention to the 

sequential organization and order of “talk and other actions” (Arminen 2005: 8). By 

formulating this statement, Arminen agrees on the fact that the verbal resources 

represent only one of the available varieties of communication resources, and implies 

that gestural practices are as important as the verbal ones. Mondada claims that 

“gestures are oriented to the organization of interaction and project relevant sequential 

positions, such as transition-points” (Mondada 2007: 204). Mondada‟s approach to the 

study of gesture is characterized by considering gesture as a process, not simply as a 

notion, and by addressing “the emic, locally situated and contingent definition of 

speakership by considering not only where the pointing gestures begin but also where 

they end” (Mondada 2007: 194).  

In one of her research works Mondada (2007) touches upon the question of the 

interrelation between interactional practices and the use of work space in multi-
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participant interaction. By focusing on one single gesture of pointing as a public 

resource, she demonstrates its tight connections with other multimodal practices and 

verbal resources (Mondada 2007). Mondada‟s system of gesture transcription originates 

from the gaze notation of Goodwin and the gesture notation of Schegloff (Mondada 

2007: 200); it provides an opportunity to see the gestures in their development, with 

their starting point, development and ending, and their interrelation to the verbal part of 

the interaction.  

CA research on multimodal resources covers a whole range of different gestures. 

Some research works address a combination of a few different gestural practices. 

Robinson discusses the combination of gaze and bodily movements in doctor-patient 

interaction (Robinson 1998). One of Hayashi‟s research works deals with “bodily 

conduct” and especially the gaze (Hayashi 2003: 115). In his later work Hayashi goes 

on analysing bodily movements and their interrelation with the verbal activity as he 

mentions such gestural practices as a number of different hand movements, pointing, 

hand placement, gaze etc (Hayashi 2005). Arminen (2005) reveals the sequential 

organization and the “demonstratively recognized” turn projections, where the turn 

completion expressed in a syntactic and prosodic way is coordinated with a variety of 

multimodal activities as gazing, pointing and other hand movements, grasping and 

moving the discussion materials. 

Other works focus on one particular gestural resource and describe its 

importance alongside with verbal resources. Some researches focus on gaze as a 

multimodal resource. For example, Egbert (1996) discusses the role of mutual gaze in 

the organization of repair connected with the initiator “bitte” in the German language; 

Rossano, Brown & Levinson (2009) address the question of “gaze behaviour” (Rossano 

et al. 2009: 183) in question-answer adjacency pairs performed in three different 

cultural communities. Pointing is another gesture studied by CA researchers and is, for 

example, discussed by Goodwin (2003) who shows the accomplishments of pointing in 

two settings: the archaeological field and an informal setting when one of the speakers 

is limited in his ability to communicate verbally. Laughter as a gestural resource is, 

among other researchers, analysed by Jefferson (1985) who reveal different types of 

laughter and offers interpretations of their occurrences.  

The settings studied when analyzing gestural practices in social interaction vary 

considerably. Some researchers focus on work meetings (Mondada 2006; Mondada 

2007), other studies deal with the institutional interaction in a variety of different 
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branches: medical settings (Robinson 1998), schools (Greiffenhagen & Sharrock 2005), 

police settings (Kidwell 2009), restaurants (Galatolo & Traverso 2007), auctions (Heath 

& Luff 2007), etc. 

  

3. Data and Methodology 

This section reveals what primary sources are used in the current investigation, and 

what methodology is applied to analyse the materials. 

 

3.1 Data 

The data for this empirical study is comprised of a corpus of seventeen extracts of 

television interviews which represent dyadic, or two-party, naturally occurring 

conversations
3
 in institutional settings and are obtained from four sources: the 

Eurovision Official Website, the Heineken Cup by the European Club Rugby 

Tournaments, the MTV Official Website and Red Carpet Highlights by the Oscar 

Academy
4
.  

These interviews held by different reporters were recorded in 2005, 2006, 2010 

and 2011. All data represents interaction in institutional settings, i.e. “task-related” talk 

with one or more participants being representatives of some sort of organization, or 

professionals, while others are not members of that institution (Drew & Heritage 1992: 

3); in our data the IR is a professional reporter. This data collection covers rather 

conversational media interviews (as opposed to the more conventional, or formal, news 

interviews) with music, movie and sports stars in particular and is recorded for 

broadcasting on television as a part of the archive of music- or movie contest, award or 

tournament.  

Due to the subject and purposes of the current analysis, the choice of video 

extracts is limited to those where one microphone is used by two parties, the IR and the 

                                                
3 Television interviews are traditionally characterized by CA researchers as naturally occurring, as, in 

spite of the institutionalized settings, they represent spontaeneous talk, are not scripted and can therefore 

be regarded as unarranged (E.g., see Greatbatch 1985).  
4 See References: Primary Sources. For detailed transcriptions of all revised extracts see: Appendix C: 

Transcriptions. 
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IEE, and its transitions are visible at the moment of interaction. The extracts can be 

divided into two camera shot types: 

1) Both the IR and the IEE are visible to the audience: 

   

Figure 1. VMA 2, 2005-05.28 (01:08). 

2) Only the IEE is visible to the audience, the IR is not in focus of the camera; 

nevertheless, the microphone position in relation towards speakers and its 

transitions between the IR and the IEE can be followed, as Figure 2 and Figure 3 

demonstrate below. 

 

                                                                                     
Figure 2. Eurovision 3, 2010-05.29 (02:55). Figure 3. Eurovision 3, 2010-05.29 (03:02). 

 

3.2 Methodology 

There are three types of materials used for the analysis: firstly, the collected video 

recordings; secondly, detailed transcriptions of some of the extracts which expose the 

sequential organization of conversation with the microphone turns and contain a 

detailed account of the microphone transitions during the interaction. Finally, some 

shots from the video recordings are provided to demonstrate the arguments. 

 The extracts of the collected video data are divided into three main categories. 

The first category reveals how the turn is taken by a participant to the conversation; the 

second deals with the problem of continuing the turn; finally, the last category of video 

abstracts demonstrates how the participants provide the next turn to the other party. This 
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division is based on the structure of the turn mentioned by Sacks, Schegloff and 

Jefferson (1974). The video extracts divided into the three aforementioned categories 

are further analyzed from a number of aspects: syntactical and lexical completeness, 

turn length, intonation patterns, pausing, gestural devices, with the microphone 

transitions over the course of the interaction being in focus of this investigation. 

 The final part of the analysis deals with other relevant occurrences of the 

microphone operations in television interviews that are not related to any of the above-

mentioned groups but appear important because of the way the microphone transitions 

are accomplished. 

 For the current analysis of the data a detailed transcription of the extracts is 

provided; a summary of notation symbols can be found in Appendix 1. All the data is 

transcribed according to the notation system by Jefferson (2004) and the system for 

multimodal resources transcription suggested by Mondada (2006, 2007).  

However, the transcriptions of the video extracts under consideration do not aim 

at covering all possible gestural practices. According to the aims of this study, the 

transcriptions first of all contain all distinguishable microphone transitions and some 

other gestures that can be closely connected with the microphone operations. 

 

4. Analysis 

This section presents a corpus of transcribed extracts of dyadic television interviews 

and, by focusing on the gestural capacities of the microphone, it covers the specificity of 

microphone use in different phases of the turn: turn initiation, continuing the turn and 

TCU endings. Later on, it provides an analysis of a few other cases of microphone 

involvement in media interviews, not connected with the three-component structure of 

turn-taking but still relevant for the purposes of the study. 

 

4.1 The microphone in turn initiation 

The peculiarities of dyadic media interview among other forms of professional 

communication reviewed in section 2 above reveal that IEE nomination is a frequent 

practice. This can result from the objectives of the activity (Hirsch 1989) and the 

specific roles of the interview participants mentioned above (see: 2.1) which make the 
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“question-answer” adjacency pair central in this type of communication activity, since it 

sets “up expectations about how talk will proceed” (Liddicoat 2007: 107).  

According to the turn-allocating techniques, the process of taking the turn can be 

divided into cases with nominated speaker and a self-selected speaker. This part reviews 

the gestural microphone practices in taking turns in each of these cases of turn 

nomination, as well as their interconnections with the projections of the end of the turn. 

 

4.1.1 The microphone in turn initiation: speaker nomination 

When only one microphone is involved in dyadic media interviews, speaker nomination 

is in most cases accompanied by the microphone transition.  

However, since the media interview is characterized by an “asymmetrical power 

relationship” (Hirsch 1989: 153) expressed in, among other factors, the reporter‟s 

microphone operations, the interviewer appears to be the only possible participant who 

can nominate the next speaker. 

In the following extract (1) all occurrences of the IR‟s nomination of the next 

speaker are coordinated with simultaneous microphone transitions from the IR towards 

the IEE
5
: 

 

(1) Oscar 1 (00:13-00:33) 

 

                                                                           

                                                             

                                                                                                   
                                                                          

                                                                                      
 
 
 
 
 

 fragm.1 

5  (0.3) 

6   IR:  hahahaha. 

7  (.) 

8  IEE:  I don‟t ↓mind. 

                                                
5 The transcription symbols used in this and the following abstracts are presented in Appendix B: 

Transcription Notation; the grey ink shows the gestural / non-verbal activities, the microphone activity 

among them 
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 fragm.2 

15  especially in the year,  

16             where there‟ve been so: many ↓great movie:s:. 

17             (0.5) 

18  IR:     °absolutely°.  

19       +an-+ and it‟s great to kind of see: you, (0.2) 

       ir     +brings microphone to IR+ 

 

                                                                            

                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                               

                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 

 fragm.3 

        

In extract (1) above the IR asks the IEE about the number of award shows he has lately 

attended, and the IEE replies that they have been lucky. Then the IR makes a 

compliment and says that he is glad to see the casting crew at the award show, and the 

IEE agrees. 

In all the three fragments considered in extract (1) the next speaker is nominated 

by the current speaker, i.e. by the IR. The transition time between the previous and the 

following TCUs in all the fragments above is 0.3 seconds, which approximately 

corresponds to the ordinary pause time for the microphone transition, according to the 

current analysis of seventeen video interview extracts. 

 The TRP at the end of line 2 is indicated by the following devices: the 

syntactical form of the utterance expressed in the interrogative sentence, the syntactical 

and grammatical completeness of the TCU and the falling pitch. However, in all three 

fragments the turn-taking occurs at the TRPs only after the microphone has been given 

to the IEE, which serves as evidence that microphone transitions towards another 

participant initiate his / her new verbal turns; the microphone not only accompanies the 

verbal turns, but rather is a constituent part of the turn allocation in interviews where 

one microphone is shared by at least two participants of the communication. 
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  Compared to the first occurrence of speaker nomination in extract (1) which 

appears in fragment 1, the other two occurrences are not based on the question-answer 

adjacency pairs considered typical for interviews. On the contrary, in fragments 2 and 3 

the TRPs occur after declarative sentences expressed accordingly in line 12 and line 20. 

Grammatically complete, these declarative sentences are followed by 0.3-second pauses 

and the microphone transition towards the IEE.  

 The analysis of the three fragments where the speaker nomination for taking the 

next turn takes place reveals that the nominated IEE starts the turn and becomes a full-

fledged speaker only after the microphone has been brought to him / her, which is 

closely connected with microphone‟s function as a loud speaker. This is not surprising if 

we take into account that the media interviews represent a public communication 

activity and are addressed to a visible or invisible audience. 

 The role of the microphone in speaker nomination revealed in the examples 

above makes it possible to conclude that the microphone transitions form a constituent 

part of speaker nomination for speakership, instead of only accompanying the verbal 

means.  

In the next example (2), taken from an interview with Kelly Clarkson by VMA, 

nomination of the IEE for speakership is also confirmed by microphone transition: 

 

(2) VMA 1 (01:05-01:12) 

1  IEE:  but it‟s a little bit ↓older for a six>teen<-year-old writer. 

2  I‟ve no idea how, (.)  

3  or why: I wrote it at that age, +(.) bu┌t    ┐, 

4  IR:                                     └wh┘at‟s the +gist of # it. 

     ir                                                   +brings microphone to IR+ 

   #fig           #fig4 

5  IEE:          *(.) #·hh* I# >mean< it‟s all about the cycle of family, it‟s like, 

    ir   *brings microphone to IEE* 

   #fig        #fig5   #fig6 

 

In extract (2) the IEE expresses her opinion that the song she had written when she was 

sixteen is too serious for that age. The IR asks about the topic of the song, and the IEE 

starts her explanation. 

For visualizing the current turn-taking process in extract (2) and the microphone 

participation in it, let us review the following shots marked with the “#” signs in lines 4 
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and 5 in extract (2) above. The three relevant positions of the microphone correspond to 

the verbal activity of the interaction participants, and take place within the frames of 

one single second. 

      

Figure 4. VMA 1, 2006-08.14 (01:10).   Figure 5. VMA 1, 2006-08.14 (01:10). 

 

Figure 6. VMA 1, 2006-08.14 (01:10). 

The IR‟s TCU in line 4 when he has the microphone at his disposal (Figure 4) is 

followed by a short pause coordinated with the microphone transition towards the IEE 

(Figure 5). After the pause at the current TRP accompanied by the microphone turn, the 

IEE uses in-breaths as a turn-entry device but does not yet start the turn, as can be seen 

in Figure 5. Later on, within the frames of the same second, as soon as the microphone 

has reached her, she begins the new TCU directly (Figure 6). 

In the next extract (3) the IEE‟s TCU starts at a TRP, but before the microphone 

has reached the speaker (line 4): 

 

(3) Eurovision 1 (00:33-00:40) 

1   IR:             I heard (.) that (0.2) (x‟ss) you (.) that (xx guys) are from the ↓stree:t,  

2          is this ↓tru:? 

3   IEE:        *(0.2) yea:h,*  

ir              *brings microphone to IEE* 

4                  (.) we played on the streets emmm 

5                  (0.4) since ↑two yea:rs,  
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In extract (3) the IR asks whether the band really played on the street, and the IEE 

confirms that.  

The question-answer adjacency pair requires an answer after the TCU in line 2 

representing an interrogative sentence with falling pitch and a direct start of the 

microphone turn towards the IEE. The above-mentioned factors combined with the 

question-answer adjacency pair make the IEE project the TRP and construct her 

utterance in line 3. At the time when the IEE conducts her next turn in line 2, the 

microphone transition towards him has already started, but not yet reached the IEE. 

Therefore, it appears quite logical that the IEE uses a term increment (Schegloff 2000: 

51) *(0.2) yea:h,* before constructing the next TCU. 

The extracts (1-3) above reveal that the IEE strongly orients to the microphone 

position in the course of the interview and that initiating a new TCU by the IEE in the 

process of speaker nomination to a certain extent is determined by his / her being given 

the microphone. In the given examples the IEE either starts the next TCU directly after 

the microphone reaches him / her (extracts 1-2), or after a short pause not exceeding 0,2 

seconds (extract 3). Verbal activity of the IEE at TRP may also take place, but is mostly 

narrowed to turn-entry devices like inbreaths (extract 2) or turn-entry phrases (extract 

3). (The cases of the IEE‟s higher verbal activity at TRPs are described in the process of 

turn initiation by self-selection in section 4.1.2.)  

In the corpus of extracts for the current analysis the starts of a new TCU, or turn-

entry devices, have been noticed in all the cases when the IEE is brought the 

microphone.  

These three extracts represent the main tendencies noticed in the process of 

speaker nomination in initiating the turn in our corpus of video recordings. The results 

of their analysis suggest that microphone transitions, alongside with the interviewer‟s 

verbal and other non-verbal activities such as gaze and bodily position, play a 

significant role in the process of turn initiation by speaker nomination, as well as in 

projecting TRPs and turn-taking in general. 

 

4.1.2 The microphone in turn initiation: self-selection 

This section deals with the practice of self-selection in dyadic television interviews and 

the participation of the microphone in the turn initiation by means of self-selection.  
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As it has been previously mentioned in section 2.1 of this study, due to the 

specific “asymmetrical power relationship” occurring in media interviews, there are 

different roles and obligations of the parties according to their roles of the IR and the 

IEE in the given communicative setting (Hirsch 1989: 153). Greatbatch formulates this 

idea as functioning “[...] with respect to the institutional identities interviewer 

(IR)/interviewee (IE) and specify that the incumbents of these roles should confine 

themselves to asking questions and providing answers, respectively” (Greatbatch 1988: 

404).  

In dyadic television interviews either of the participating parties can self-select 

for the next turn. However, although the IEE does not have the obligation to self-select 

(although he / she has the right to do so) (Hirsch 1989: 153), the IR has the obligation to 

self-select when the next speaker is not selected, i.e. when a pause occurs (Hirsch 1989: 

152). Presumably, the difference in roles discussed above combined with “the question-

answer format” of the media interview (Clayman & Heritage 2002: 95) results in the 

fact that self-selection by the IR can be more widely observed in television interviews, 

while the IEE usually initiates the turn when he is nominated as the next speaker. 

In the next extract (4) a long, 1.8-seconds pause after the IEE‟s TCU (line 10) 

results in the IR‟s self-selection preceded by the microphone transition towards the IR, 

with the starting point of the transition lasting for 0.2 seconds: 

 

(4) Eurovision 2 (03:30-03.45) 

1  IR:     +are the+ songwriters of “Satellite”,  

     ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

2  actually (0.2) here with you in ↑Oslo a:nd,  

3  (0.6) 

4  did you have talked with them,  

5  and did the:y,  

6  ^(0.4)  

    iee  ^slightly shakes head - -> 

7          ↑tell you some*thing^? 

                        - - - - - - - - - - - - - > ^ 

     ir                         *brings microphone to IEE- - > 

8  (0.3)* 

- - >* 
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9  IEE:          I don‟t ↓know them. 

10          (1.8) --> +(0.4)+ 

      ir                +brings microphone to IR+ 

11  IR:          did you ever ↑try: to meet the*m? 

      ir      *brings microphone to IEE- -> 

12          (0.8)* 

              - ->*         

13  IEE:     ↓^no I‟ve no ↓time.^ 

      iee     ^slightly shakes head^ 

 

In extract (4) the IR enquires about the songwriters and asks three questions about them, 

and the IEE replies that she does not know them. Later on the IR asks if she had tried to 

meet them, and the IEE, obviously hesitating about the answer which is documented in 

the 0.8-second pause in line 12, replies that she does not have time.  

While following “the question-answer format” of the interview (Clayman & 

Heritage 2002: 95), the IR goes further and asks three questions in a row (lines 1-7) in 

the form of interrogative sentences. The turn transfer occurs after the nomination of the 

IEE for speakership after line 7 after the third question of the IR, the method of turn 

initiation by speaker nomination was discussed in the previous section (See: 4.1.1). The 

IEE‟s TCU in line 9 starts only when the microphone transition is fully completed and 

she is brought the microphone, which arguably shows the speaker‟s orientation to the 

microphone as a means to be heard by the audience discovered in the previously 

analysed extracts in section 2.1.1 as well.  

The grammatical completeness of her utterance in line 9 representing the answer 

to the IR‟s question set in lines 1-7 and the falling pitch signalling of the turn closing 

provide a transition-relevance place at the end of line 9. Since the IEE does not self-

select for continuing the turn after two full seconds, the IR realizes his responsibility for 

self-selection by bringing the microphone to himself in line 10 and by constructing the 

next TCU in line 11, in the form of a question to the IEE. 

However, the IEE can also self-select for taking the next turn, as in the following 

extract (5): 

 

(5) Oscar 2 (01:13-01.20) 

1  IEE:  ^I don‟t see anybody i know yet.  

    iee  ^is turned towards the audience and away from IR - -> 
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2  (0.4)  

3  ↓o::^:h. 

    iee   - ->^ 

4  ×(.)  

    iee           ×,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,points at a guest in the audience --> 

5                 you know who I ↑love? 

                         - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - > 

6   +^ (.) 

                 - - - >   

    ir   +brings microphone to IR - -> 

    iee                ^,,,,, - - > 

7  IR:             no+┌::   ┐. 

8  IEE:                 └ººit‟*s┘Helena *Bon+ham Car×ter+ºº.=  

                       -> + 

    iee            is turning towards the guest and away from IR - -> 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - >× 

     ir                           *brings microphone to IEE*  

     ir                                                        +brings microphone to IR+  

9  IR:            =Helena Bonham ^↓Carte:┌:r ┐. 

10  IEE:                                      └a: ┘:h. 

                     -- - - - - - - - - - ->^ 

11               (0.4) ≈lo*ve tha:*≈t woman. 

     iee                  ≈,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, is turning towards IR≈  

     ir               *brings microphone to IEE* 

 

Extract (5) from the Oscar ceremony starts with the IEE‟s answer to the IR‟s question 

not presented in the transcription. The former replies that she does not see anybody she 

knows. After hesitating and looking at the audience she asks if the IR knows whom she 

loves, and directly replies to her own question in line 8. This utterance in line 8 is not 

clearly heard by the audience because the microphone is at her disposal only during part 

of her TCU, so the IR repeats the IEE‟s utterance. She comments on it directly in lines 

10-11. 

As typical for most dyadic television interviews with the use of one single 

microphone, in extract (5) above the IEE does not conduct microphone operations; this 
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is the IR‟s privilege. Unable to operate with this gestural device for opening the next 

turn, the IEE uses other turn-entry devices, as demonstrated in lines 10-11. To start 

with, in line 10 she uses a turn beginner emphasized by the prolonged vowel [a:], this 

word overlaps with the end of the IR‟s TCU in line 9. After having introduced her entry 

with the turn increment (line 10), she starts her TCU in line 10 without the microphone. 

This verbal activity is however confirmed by her bodily conduct, i.e. the fact that she 

turns towards the IR as she starts a new TCU in line 11. The detailed transcription 

above reveals that the IEE is brought the microphone directly after the start of her TCU 

in line 11, after the very first syllable. This microphone transition in line 11 reveals that 

all of the above-mentioned actions of the IEE encouraged the IR to bring the 

microphone to the former, in other words, the IR‟s acceptance of the IEE‟s self-

selection. 

It can be therefore pointed out that self-selection can be performed not only by 

the IR; the IEE can as well self-select for the next turn. In spite of the IEE‟s orientation 

to the microphone position demonstrated by the verbal and non-verbal activity, extract 

(5) above can even suggest that in television interviews the IEE may attempt to force 

the IR to bring him / her the microphone, presumably in a more or less aggressive way.  

Nevertheless, being traditionally the only participant who controls all microphone 

operations in media interviews with the use of one single microphone, the IR has certain 

power and is entitled to decide where to accept the IEE‟s self-selection initiatives. 

Finally, extract (5) is characterized by a number of gestures involved in 

communication, such as the IEE‟s body movements, her position towards the IR and the 

audience, pointing etc. These gestures may throw some light on the specificity of turn-

taking in this extract, since they accompany the verbal actions in the process of getting 

the turn. First of all, in line 4 the interviewee starts pointing at a guest in the audience. 

This gesture is continued up to line 8, until the end of her TCU. Secondly, between lines 

6 and 9 the interviewee turns away from the interviewer as she faces the guest. That is 

why her TCU in line 8 can hardly be heard by the audience. Finally, the start of her 

TCU in line 12 is coordinated with her body turn towards the interviewer, as the 

confirmation of her verbal actions.  

The following extract (6) demonstrates that sometimes the IEE‟s initiatives can 

also be ignored by the IR, as in this example of the IEE‟s self-selection in starting the 

next turn: 
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(6) Oscar 3 (00:20-00:31) 

1  IEE:    I can‟t believe you just told everybody how ↓OLD i wa:s. (0.9) haha, 

2             +(0.3)+  

      ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

3  IR:            as it was ┌coming out of my ↓mouth (.) I knew I was like┐= 

4  IEE:                        └ (xxx)  haha - - - - - > (x)                                   ┘ 

5  IR:     =now I‟m in ↓trouble. 

6  IEE:    *(.) you* know I- (.) 

     ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

7        you know I love everyone of my ↓ye:ars,  

 

In this extract (6) the IEE is surprised that the IR has mentioned her age to the audience. 

The IR agreed that he was in trouble, and she replied that she was proud of her age. 

Let us pay attention to overlapping TCUs in lines 3-4. The IEE‟s utterance is 

conducted in the middle of the IR‟s TCU in line 3, before the IR has reached a TRP, 

overlaps with it and is ignored by the IR. That fact may explain why the IR‟s ignores the 

IEE‟s attempt for self-selection. If the IEE‟s initiatives are ignored, her utterance may 

not be distinctively delivered to the audience, which means that the purpose of her 

communication with the audience is not fulfilled.  

The position of the microphone appears to be a key for understanding which of 

the participants has speakership and for how long. The microphone transfer occurring 

only after the TRP (not at the time of the overlap) reveals the IR‟s intention to keep the 

speakership.  

As demonstrated in extract (6), turn initiation by self-selection may be ignored, 

if the other party is intended to continue speakership. It appears true especially for those 

cases when the IEE initiates a turn but is ignored, since the microphone possession by 

the IR gives the latter certain rights, e.g. the right to ignore (Hirsch 1989: 132). 

The given analysis of extracts 1-6 in this section reveals that self-selection by the 

IR can be more widely observed in television interviews, while the IEE most often 

initiates the turn when he is nominated as the next speaker. However, the IEE is not 

restricted to nomination and can also conduct self-selection. This phenomenon can 

presumably be explained by the difference in roles discussed in section 2 combined with 

“the question-answer format” of the television interview (Clayman & Heritage 2002: 

95).  
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The analysis also showed the two possible levels of turn-taking in television 

interviews: in dyadic IR-IEE interaction, and in talking on the microphone which 

delivers participants‟ speech to an audience. As demonstrated above in extract (6), if the 

IEE takes a turn at talk but is not brought the microphone, so the turn-taking via the 

microphone does not occur. This distinction is especially relevant due to the 

transmission capacities of the microphone, which established the importance of having a 

microphone at one‟s disposal for communicating with the audience. 

 

4.2 The microphone in continuing the turn 

Having assumed in section 4.1 that the microphone participation in turn initiation is 

important, in this section we will review whether the microphone operations play a role 

in continuing the turn. In terms of continuing the turn, its role can be as well discussed 

from two points of view: 1) in speaker nomination; 2) in self-selection. 

 

4.2.1 The microphone in continuing the turn: speaker nomination 

The detailed transcription of the extract (7) from the interview with Lena Meyer-

Landrut by Eurovision will demonstrate a case when the IR nominates the IEE for 

continuing his / her turn at a TRP: 

 

(7) Eurovision 2 (03:42-03.49) 

 

                                                                 
                                                                    
                                                         

                                                    

      fragm.1 

      ir         *brings microphone to IEE- -> 

4          (0.8)* 

        - - ->*         

 

                                                                            
                                                                                

                                                                                                     
                                                                  

                                                               
                                                                         

 
 
 
 
 

 fragm.2 

8   (0.4)  

9  so I cannot talk with them.  
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10  (0.4)  

11  hahahaha. 

 

Extract (7) provides a continuation of extract (4) reviewed in section 4.1.2. The IEE 

replies to the IR‟s question that she does not know them (i.e. the songwriters). When 

asked if she has tried to meet them, she responds that she has no time. After hesitating 

she adds that since she is speaking to the IR, she cannot be speaking to the songwriters 

at the same time.   

In fragment 1 of extract (7) the speaker nomination for continuing the next turn 

can be observed in line 2 when, at the TRP after the syntactically complete TCU with a 

falling pitch the IR does not change the microphone position as he expects the next turn 

to be conducted by the IEE as well, probably in the form of explanation of the meaning 

of her utterance in line 1. Since the IEE does not start a new TCU after two full seconds, 

the IR brings the microphone to himself and constructs a TCU in the form of a new 

question in line 3. 

 In fragment 2 of extract (7) the IR nominates the IEE for continuing her turn 

again. The IEE‟s TCU in line 5 is syntactically complete and is finishing with the falling 

pitch and a pause; it represents an answer to his question and that way realizes the 

question-answer adjacency pair requirements and provides a new TRP. However, the IR 

nominates the IEE for continuing her turn, as the microphone is held in the same 

position, directed to the IEE during the pause in line 6. This turn nomination is 

supported by the other party too, since the IEE constructs a new TCU in line 7 and gives 

further explanation to her previous remark in lines 7-9. The microphone transitions 

away from the IEE in line 7 prove that the IR is attempting to realize his responsibility 

in self-selecting when he notices that the IR does not continue the turn, and his further 

microphone transition towards the IEE confirms self-selection for continuing the turn. 

 The analysis above provides evidence that the microphone as a loudspeaker is 

oriented to by the participants as a necessary requirement for continuing the turn. In the 

context of speaker nomination, as in extract (7) above, the microphone proves to be an 

important gestural device for turn confirmation by the IR who performs the microphone 

transitions in television interviews. 
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4.2.2  The microphone in continuing the turn: self-selection 

As a common practice, the IEE‟s intention to continue the turn is expressed 

syntactically, by intonation and in other ways. Let us however consider the role of the 

microphone in the process of continuing the turn, in a case when the IEE performs a 

self-selection: 

 

(8) Eurovision 3 (07:02-07:21)  

1     IEE:        it i:s ye:ah I‟ve (also put) my lucky socks on, (.) 

2             everything to do with e::: anything lucky I‟ve got >everything on< but-  

3       (0.5) 

4       I- 

5       (0.2) 

6       honestly:, 

7       (0.7)  

8       I can‟t beli:eve (.) that-  

9       (0.3)  

10       this whole wee:k has been: (.) preparing for that one moment, (.)  

11                 and now (it is) >it was over< so quickly bu:t, 

12       (1.0)  

13              I:: I ju- I‟ve had,  

14       (0.7) 

15        the best time (xx) good. hahaha:: 

16 IEE:         +(ºx x xº)+     

      ir           +brings microphone to IR+ 

17  IR:           it‟s over just soon ºnowº. 

 

In extract (8) above the IEE narrates his preparation to the Eurovision show and his 

impression from it; the IR agrees that the show finishes quickly. 

 In this extract the IEE clearly indicates the intention to continue his turn in the 

syntactical structures he uses. For example, in line 2 he uses the coordinating 

conjunction “but” before making a 0,5-second pause. In line 11 he uses the conjunction 

“but” again before a whole second pause, which communicates his intention to continue 

his current utterance. During the whole period between lines 1 and 15 the microphone is 

directed towards the IEE; its transitions of any kind were not noticed. This makes us 
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suggest that the incomplete syntactic structure of the IEE‟s TCU and the accompanying 

intonation are interpreted by the IR who is holding the microphone as the IEE‟s 

intention to continue the turn. These devices used by the IEE to continue his turn can be 

contrasted to his utterance in line 15 characterised by the syntactic completeness, falling 

intonation followed by laughing. Directly after this TCU, as indicated in line 16, the 

first microphone transition starts as the IR brings the microphone to himself and starts a 

new TCU as soon as the microphone has reached him (line 17). 

 The analysis of extract (8) demonstrates that the microphone transition plays an 

important role in confirming self-selection of a speaker for continuing the current turn. 

Since the microphone serves to deliver speech to the audience, it is obvious that a 

microphone transfer at that point, on the contrary, would lead to the transfer of 

speakership, which will be further described in section 4.3.  

 

4.3 The microphone and TCU endings 

The IR‟s handling of the microphone at TCU endings varies according to the initiator of 

the turn transfer. Therefore, this section will cover this action as performed by the IR 

who, as it can be seen in the analysed video extracts, is responsible for the microphone 

operations and, later on, by the IEE who is to a certain extent dependent on the IR‟s 

microphone activity. 

 

4.3.1 The microphone at TCU endings performed by the interviewer 

The IR‟s turn closing is in most cases clearly indicated by the microphone transition in 

TRPs combined with verbal devices: 

 

(9) Eurovision 4 (02:55-03:09) 

1  IEE:    i think this was my best (.) e::r my best performance of (.) of all the::,  

2  (0.5) 

3           yeah all- all the times I ↓was on the sta:ge. 

4           +(0.4)+  

     ir   +brings microphone to IR+ 

5  IR:             you took your ↓moment (.) I‟m sure you will have a lot o:f points. 

6                   *(0.4)* 
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     ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

7  IEE:   yea:h, let‟s hope, let‟s hope, let‟s hope that the:y, (.)  

8  they don‟t forget ↓Belgium this year. 

 

The IEE expresses his opinion that his performance in Eurovision was successful; the 

IR is convinced that the IEE will have many points, and the IEE says that he hopes so. 

The turn closing performed by the IR in lines 5-6 is indicated not only by the 

syntactic structure of the TCU expressed by a declarative sentence in line 5 and such 

prosodic means as falling pitch, but also with the help of a microphone transition which 

takes place directly after the end of the TCU. The microphone therefore serves as a 

defining gestural tool and like no other means narrates to the IEE that the next turn is 

expected from the latter. As soon as the microphone reaches the IEE, his TCU is 

constructed directly, which reveals that the expectations of the IEE‟s taking the next 

turn expressed by the above-mentioned devices are recognized by the IEE. 

For comparison, let us review the following extract: 

 

(10) Eurovision 5 (04:10-04:16) 

1  IR:  congratu↓lations:. 

2  (.) 

3  IEE:  thank you very ┌much┐. 

4  IR:     └we‟re┘ happy for Denma:rk, (.) 

5          to see you in the ↓final on Satur*da:y. 

      ir                   *brings microphone to IEE - -> 

6  IEE:          (0.2)* ·hh (0.2) we a::re (.) we are (.) very happy, 

- - ->* 

 

Here the IR congratulates the IEE and, at the time when he gets her response, he 

continues and says that he is glad that Denmark gets into the final. When the 

microphone is given to the IEE, the latter also says that they are happy. 

In this extract (10) the microphone is turned to the IR in lines 1-5, its transition 

starts only at the end of line 5. This signals the IR‟s intention to keep the turn, even 

when, after the TCU in line 1 pronounced with the falling pitch and followed by a short 

pause in line 2, in line 3 the IEE replies to the previous TCU. This intention to keep the 

turn and the IR‟s self-selection is disclosed not only by the microphone position, but 

also by his next TCU in line 4 which overlaps with the IEE‟s TCU in line 3. His 
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nomination of the IEE as the next speaker is conducted later on, at the end of line 5. The 

microphone transition towards the IEE begins before the end of that TCU and is 

followed by a 0.2-second pause in line 6. 

It has to be mentioned that in extract (10) above the microphone transition 

precedes the turn closing and is conducted while the last syllable of the last word of the 

TCU are still pronounced, as in line 5.  

This phenomenon can be as well observed in the following extract (11): 

 

(11) Rugby (00:06-00:10) 

1   IR:      what went wrong.  

2          (you got off) to such a wonderful sta:*:rt. 

     ir         *brings microphone to IEE- ->          

3  IEE:       (0.3)* (0.4) ↓yea:::s:: (.)↓interesting >wonder what went< wrong-. 

      - - >* 

 

In this extract (11) the microphone transition also starts before the end of the TCU in 

line 2 and continues during the 0.3-seconds pause after the TCU. This transition does 

not leave any doubts about who is nominated as the next speaker. 

These and numerous other examples in this corpus demonstrate that the start of 

IR‟s microphone transitions even before the last syllable or syllables in the turn closing 

process appears recurrent. This arguably means that, serving as a confirmation for of the 

verbal activity of the participant, the microphone transitions and possibly also other 

non-verbal actions may even precede and thus be used to project the verbal ones.  

 

4.3.2 The microphone at TCU endings performed by the interviewee 

In comparison with the IR who is in charge of the microphone operations and can with 

their help clearly indicate his / her turn closing and TRPs, the IEE has other means at his 

/ her disposal.  

As it has been previously mentioned, the end of the turn by the IEE is often 

expressed in the form of an answer to an IR‟s question, since the question-answer 

adjacency pairs are typical for media interview communication. A syntactically 

complete answer to a question pronounced with falling pitch and followed by a pause 

often indicates a turn closing by the IEE, as in the example below: 
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(12) VMA 2 (01:13-01:29) 

1  IR:      by the way conGRAtulations, 

2              on the best hip-hop video ↑nominee:, 

3              (0.2) 

4  IEE:     ye┌s (.) yes (.) (x)                     ┐ 

5  IR:                └>i mean< how do you ↓feel┘ about th*a:t 

     ir                       *brings microphone to IEE --> 

6       (.)* 

     ->* 

7  IEE:      man, this is my first MTV VMA a- (.) a↑wa:rd nomination,  

8               and i‟m like (0.2) i‟m over↓whelmed.  

9      and i‟m ↓grateful man. 

10      i‟m just ↓glad to be here. 

11          (0.2) +(0.1) 

       ir           +brings microphone to IR- -> 

 

In extract (12) the IR congratulates the IEE on his being a VMA nominee and asks 

about the IEE‟s impressions on that. The latter says how glad and grateful he is. 

The IR‟s question is formulated in line 5 and is followed by a microphone 

transition towards the IEE which confirms the speaker nomination for the next turn. The 

IEE‟s answer is presented in lines 7-10 and ends with a declarative sentence with a 

falling pitch. These aspects, accompanied by a 0.2-seconds pause, make the IR bring the 

microphone to himself as he self-selects for the next turn in line 11. 

 Other extracts reveal that the IEE may address the IR in the form of interrogative 

sentences, e.g. a tag question with rising pitch in the process of sequence closing in the 

next example (extract 13): 

 

(13) VMA 3 (00:12-00:20) 

1   IR:      >what is it< that makes this city so::: ↓SPEcial. 

2   IEE:          *(.) eh* you (guys gonna) see it. (.) e:rm what makes it so,   

     ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

3              (.) I‟d just say (0.3) the hea:t, (.) in ↓south bea:ch. it ↓has to be (.) ↑right?  

4       (0.2) 

5   IR:           +ab+so↓lu:te┌ly.  ┐ 

6   IEE:                                 └the ┘*↓pa:rtie:sss*. 
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      ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

      ir              *brings microphone to IEE* 

 

In extract (13) the IR asks what makes the city special, the IEE mentions the heat and 

asks if the IEE agrees; the IR supports IEE‟s opinion. 

In lines 2-3 the IEE completes the question-answer adjacency pair as he answers 

the question put in line 1. In addition to that, he seeks confirmation of his statements by 

the IR and uses the spoken variant of the tag question in line 3 (I‟d just say (0.3) the 

hea:t, (.) in ↓south bea:ch. it ↓has to be (.) ↑right?). All of that and the following 0.2-

seconds pause serve as devices for turn closing and enable the microphone transition 

towards the IR directly after the pause. 

The tag question in line 3 (I‟d just say (0.3) the hea:t, (.) in ↓south bea:ch. it ↓has 

to be (.) ↑right?) provides an exception to “the institutional identities” of interview 

participants discussed by Greatbatch (Greatbatch 1988: 404), because in this extract the 

IEE softly exhibits his position of the IR as he asks a question (↑right?), and the IR 

answers it in line 5 (+ab+so↓lu:te┌ly.┐).  

 In addition to the above-mentioned strategies to indicate the end of the turn at 

the IEE‟s disposal, laughter and other prosodic resources as well as gestures can be 

used, as in (14): 

 

(14) Eurovision 6 (01:27-01:40) 

1  IEE:      then (.) I just hope (0.2) for the Swedish people to vote for me,  

2      ^(0.3) +(0.2)^ 

    iee          ^nods^  

     ir               +brings microphone to IR- - > 

3              (0.4) 

       - ->  

4  IR:      ºbutº+ in the final it will be: a:: (0.3) proximately the same,  

                 - --> +  

5      as the: ↑semi-finals? 

6              *(0.3)* 

     ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

7  IEE:     yea:h.  

8    (0.3)  
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9     er i ↓think so.  

10     (0.5)  

11     but ↓better.  

12     (0.3)  

13     of course.  

14     (0.2)  

15     better.  

16     (.)  

17         ha+haºhaº+┌°ha°┐ 

18  IR:                             └even┘ºerº same ↑styling? 

       ir                +brings microphone to IR+ 

 

In extract (14) the IEE expresses his opinion on his participation in the Eurovision song 

contest. The IR asks him about his expectations on the final, and the IEE confirms that 

the final would be similar, and even better. When the latter starts laughing, the IR asks 

his next question.  

The end of the TCU in line 1 is confirmed by the gestural device of nodding 

performed by IEE. The microphone transition starts after the 0.3-seconds pause, and it 

reveals the IR‟s understanding of the IEE‟s confirmation of the end of his TCU 

expressed in the syntactical completeness of the TCU and the multimodal device of 

nodding. 

Let us consider other turn-closing practices in the example of the IEE‟s turn in 

lines 7-15 and the end of his speakership. After the TCU in line 15 followed by a pause 

shorter than 0.2 seconds in line 16, the IEE starts laughing (line 17). Presumably, his 

laughter is understood by the IR as the end of his turn, since directly after the IEE starts 

laughing the microphone transition towards the IR begins (line 17). Later on, when the 

IR has completed the current microphone transition and the microphone has reached 

him, the IR starts his TCU in line 18 which overlaps with the IEE‟s laughter. 

 

4.4 Other cases of microphone use in dyadic TV interviews 

It goes without saying that the possibilities of microphone operations connected with the 

media interview interaction are not limited to the aforementioned cases. This section 

will cover a few more cases where the microphone is used by the participants.  
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Since the microphone represents a tool for communication not only between the 

IR and the IEE, but as well crucial in their interaction with the public and for the public 

due to the microphone function as a loudspeaker, the study cases below represent the 

following applications of the microphone: 

1) For unofficial communication between the IR and the IEE, without the 

audience‟s participation; 

2) For better delivery of some of the speakers‟ messages to the audience. 

 

4.4.1 The microphone and unofficial communication between the interviewer and 

the interviewee 

During the analysis of the given corpus of television interviews another role of 

microphone was distinguished: unofficial communication between the IR and the IEE, 

not including the participation of the audience by intention. 

Let us consider the Red Carpet interview at the Oscar Academy Awards 

presented below from this perspective: 

 

(16) Oscar 2 (01:02-01.15) 

1  IR:  a lot of people on this carpet are probably excited to see you:, 

2  who are you excited to see when you‟re walking down tonight.  

3  *(0.6)* 

     ir÷  *brings microphone to IEE* 

4  IEE:  a:: 

5  (1.7) 

6  IR:          ººany friends?ºº 

7  IEE:  a:::,  

8  (0.2) 

9  IR:            ºº(xxx)ºº 

10  (2.7) 

11 IEE  i don‟t see anybody i kno:w yet.  

 

In extract (16) the IR asks what Oscar participants the IEE is happy to see. The IEE is 

hesitant, the IR is trying to help her with some questions that are not so clearly heard to 

the audience, then she finally replies that she does not see anyone she knows. 
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In this extract the microphone operations play an important role in unofficial 

communication between the IR and the IEE, without the participation of the audience 

which is present during the event and is supposed to be involved in the communication 

activity.   

The TCU in line 6 can hardly be heard by the audience and is addressed 

personally to the IEE, whereas the turn in line 9 cannot be heard by the audience at all. 

This fact suggests that the aim of this turn was to bring a message to the IR, without the 

audience participation, and the microphone position allows for the utterance not to be 

transmitted to the audience. 

Since the IR does not bring the microphone to himself, it can be concluded that 

in this communicative situation it is more important for him that his message reaches 

the IEE, and the delivery of that message to the audience probably does not seem as 

important to him. That is why in both line 6 and line 9 he addresses the IEE without any 

microphone transitions. 

 

4.4.2 The microphone as a device for bringing the interviewee’s message to the 

audience 

As opposed to the microphone as a tool for unofficial communication, the microphone 

operations also frequently serve to help the IR communicate the IEE‟s message to the 

audience, as it is demonstrated in the extract below: 

 

(17) Oscar 2 (01:13-01.20) 

1  IEE:  ^i don‟t see anybody i kno:w yet.  

    iee          ^is turned towards the audience and away from IR - -> 

2  (0.4)  

3  ↓o::^:h. ×(.) you know who i ↑love? 

    iee   - ->^ 

    iee               ×,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,points at a guest in the audience --> 

    iee               - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  > 

4  IR:  +^ (.) no+┌::   ┐. 

5  IEE:                           └ººit‟*s┘Helena *Bon+ham Car×ter+ºº.=  

     ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

    iee             ^,,,,, - - >    is turning towards the guest and away from IR - ->> 
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    iee        - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - >× 

     ir                                      *brings microphone to IEE*  

     ir                                                       +brings microphone to IR+ 

6  IR:           =Helena Bonham ^↓Carte:┌:r ┐. 

7  IEE:                                    └a: ┘:h. 

      iee             -- - - - - - - - - - - >^ 

8   IR:  (0.4)  

9  ≈lo*ve tha:*≈t woman. 

     iee              ≈,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, is turning towards IR≈  

     ir       *brings microphone to IEE* 

 

This extract (17) directly continues the previous extract (16). The IEE says that she does 

not see anyone she knows. Then she sees somebody she knows and likes, and asks the 

IR if he knows who that is. She replies herself directly that it is Helena Bonham Carter, 

and the IR repeats her utterance on the microphone. The IEE confirms that information. 

In extract (17) a number of different gestures are caught by the camera: the 

IEE‟s position towards the IR and the audience, pointing at a guest in the audience etc. 

Here the IEE‟s gestures are of particular importance for understanding the microphone 

transition in the course of communication and the role the microphone transitions play; 

that is why some relevant gestural practices are included in the transcription. 

First of all, let us pay attention to line 3 where the IEE addresses a question to 

the IR and gets an answer directly (after a short pause which lasts less than 0.2 seconds) 

which overlaps with her own answer to that question in lines 4-5. 

The IEE‟s next TCU in line 5 (└it‟^s┘ººHelena Bonham Car×terºº.) is 

constructed when the she is pointing at the guest in the audience whom she mentions 

and is turned towards the guest; thus she is turned away from the IR (and, consequently, 

from the microphone brought to her), and her comment cannot be clearly heard by the 

audience. The IR‟s attempt to bring the microphone to IEE can be noticed in line 5.  

Since the attempt to bring her the microphone did not help realize the aim of 

media communication, i.e. to bring the speaker‟s message to the audience, directly after 

her TCU, without any pause, the IR repeats the same information in line 6. Only after 

the IEE‟s utterance was repeated by the IR, the audience gets to know the answer to her 

own question addressed to the IR in line 3 (you know who i ↑love?). Without this repair 
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by the IR who repeats the IEE‟s utterance in line 6 the audience would not know the 

answer. 

 

5. Summary and Conclusion 

This thesis presents a study of microphone transitions as a gestural activity 

characteristic to dyadic television interviews. It has revealed the peculiarities of the 

microphone operations in all of the parts of the three-part turn-taking structure by Sacks, 

Schegloff and Jefferson (presented in sections 4.1 - 4.3), and has covered a few other 

applications of the microphone in the course of media interaction, such as the 

microphone as a device for the unofficial IR-IEE communication, and the microphone 

as a tool for delivering IEE‟s messages to the audience (section 4.4). 

The detailed analysis of seventeen extracts of dyadic television interviews with 

the use of one single microphone has confirmed that, as a transmission device used for 

broadcasting, the microphone not only serves as a confirmation of the verbal turn. Since 

the microphone position and its transitions are highly oriented to by the participants at 

the moment of TCU production, they are necessarily involved in all of the stages of 

two-party interaction: turn initiation, continuing the turn and TCU endings.   

The analysis has demonstrated how the sequence organization of television 

interviews is accomplished through the microphone, and revealed that there are two 

possible levels of turn-taking in television interviews: 1) turn-taking in IR-IEE 

institutional interaction; 2) turn-taking via the microphone which is defining for the 

interpretation of the communication by the audience. In some of the cases that have 

been discussed turn-taking takes place only on the first level, i.e. the turn-taking via the 

microphone does not occur, and the message is not delivered to the audience.   

 Therefore, it can be concluded that the role of microphone transitions, alongside 

with other gestural activity, is of primary importance for the whole course of 

communication in two-member television interviews, because of the high level of the 

microphone‟s involvement in delivering the participants‟ speech to the audience, i.e. in 

realizing the main objective of the media interview.     

 The latest invention of the portable battery-fuelled microphones has clearly 

transformed the media practices, and made it possible to conduct interviews and reports 

not only in the studio, but also “in the field”, which is widely employed nowadays. The 
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use of small individual microphones for every speaker attached to their clothes has 

made it unnecessary to share one microphone, and therefore to think of such aspects as 

the turn sequence, or the loss of information due to microphone transitions. 

Nevertheless, while individual portable microphones prove to be a reasonable solution 

for studio interviews, their use in media is restricted by certain technical preparations, 

which are not always achievable “in the field”.  

With all this in view, traditional portable microphones are, and most probably, 

will continue to be a primary device for spontaneous interviews “in the field”, e.g. on 

the street, behind the scene etc. Nowadays, for events that are not characterised by a 

very high degree of formality, sharing one single microphone by two or more speakers 

continues to be a common practice. That is why it appears relevant to consider the role 

of microphone transitions among other multimodal practices in institutional interaction, 

and to review how microphone serves as a device for verbal turns‟ confirmation, how 

much it is involved in the course of media interaction, and how participants orient to 

microphone position in the course of interaction in institutional settings.  
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Appendix A: List of Abbreviations 

CA       conversation analysis 

iee / IEE the interviewee 

ir / IR  the interviewer 

TCU   turn constructional unit 

TRP   transition relevance place 
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Appendix B: Transcription Notation 

The specificity of the research subject has determined the use of the following 

transcription notation systems: a) Gail Jefferson‟s notation system described, among 

other works, in “Glossary of transcript symbols with an Introduction” (Jefferson 2004); 

b) the notation system for multimodal resources by Lorenza Mondada (Mondada 2006, 

Mondada 2007).  

The summary of transcription symbols used in this investigation is provided 

below. 

 

┌word  the left-side brackets indicate the starting point of overlap 

└word 

word┐  the right-side brackets indicate the ending point of overlap 

word┘ 

=  equal signs indicate no gap between utterances 

(1.0)  numbers in parenthesis indicate the timed pause by tenths of seconds 

(.)  a full stop in parenthesis indicates a brief pause, usuaslly shorter than two 

tenths of a second 

ºwordº  the degree signs indicate that the word or phrase are pronounced softer 

than the surrounding speech 

>word<      the utterance or its part is pronounced faster than the surrounding speech 

WORD word in the upper case indicates that word was pronounces considerably 

louder than the surrounding speech 

wo:rd / word: colon after a vowel or a consonant indicates its prolongation 

word  underlined word or syllable indicates that it is accentuated by the speaker  

word-          dash indicates a cut off word or phrase 

·hh       an inbreath 

(word)   words or phrases in parenthesis are dubious 

(x)       words or phrases that are not understood by the transcriber in the speech 

flow, the number of “x” signs corresponds to the number of syllables 

↑  the upper arrow indicates the rising pitch 

↓  the lower arrow indicates the falling pitch 

.,?  punctuation markers indicate the intonation at the end of a sentence 

http://www.liso.ucsb.edu/Jefferson/Transcript.pdf
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or TCU 

ir / IR  the interviewer 

iee / IEE the interviewee 

* *   stars delimitate the transition of microphone to the interviewee 

+ +   crosses delimitate the microphone transition to the interviewer 

^^   delimitate other multimodal details considered relevant for the current 

transcription 

--->*   gesture or action described continue until the same symbol is reached 
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Appendix C: Transcriptions 

Eurovision 1 (00:33-00:52) 

1   IR:             I heard (.) that (0.2) (x‟ss) you (.) that (xx guys) are from the ↓stree:t,  

2          is this ↓tru:? 

3   IEE:        *(0.2) yea:h,*  

ir              *brings microphone to IEE* 

6                  (.) we played on the streets emmm 

7                  (0.4) since ↑two yea:rs,  

6  (0.6) a:nd hm David Klein the composer of this song >from the 

Eurovision<,  

7  (.)  

8  the:y,  

9  (0.2)  

10  passed us and (0.1) sh- (0.2) sa:w us (.) on the street,  

11  (0.6) 

12   and (.) then erm (.) he decide to::: make a song (.) for us,  

13  (0.5)  

14  and i said (0.2)↓yes. 

 

Eurovision 2 (03:30-03:45) 

1  IR:     +are the+ songwriters of “Satellite”,  

     ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

2  actually (0.2) here with you in ↑Oslo a:nd,  

3  (0.6) 

4  did you have talked with them,  

5  and did the:y,  

6  ^(0.4)  

    iee  ^slightly shakes head - -> 

7          ↑tell you some*thing^? 

                        - - - - - - - - - - - - - > ^ 

     ir                         *brings microphone to IEE- - > 

8  (0.3)* 
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- - >* 

 

                                                                 
                                                                    
                                                         

                                                    

      fragm.1 

      ir         *brings microphone to IEE- -> 

12          (0.8)* 

              - ->*         

 

                                                                            
                                                                                

                                                                                                      
                                                                   

                                                               
                                                                         

 
 
 
 
 

 fragm.2 

16   (0.4)  

17  so I cannot talk with them.  

18  (0.4)  

19  hahahaha. 

 

Eurovision 3 (06:52-07:24) 

1    IR:       hi Josh. (.) tell me everything you felt on ↓sta:ge.  

2   IEE: *(.) ·hhh* ↓O::h my god. hahaha:, (0.2) 

      ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

3                   ·hh 

4        (1.1) 

5        the audience (.) were absolutely: (.) fan↓ta:stic.= 

6        =I‟ve got my bear with me as well (you see) this is Jim, 

7   RE:            +(0.3) ºisº+ this your lucky ↑charm? 

       ir   +brings microphone to IR+ 

8   IEE:           *(0.2)* it i:s ye:ah I‟ve (also put) my lucky socks on, (.) 

       ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

9             everything to do with e::: anything lucky I‟ve got >everything on< but-  

10       (0.5) 

11       I- 

12       (0.2) 

13       honestly:, 
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14       (0.7)  

15       I can‟t beli:eve (.) that-  

16       (0.3)  

17       this whole wee:k has been: (.) preparing for that one moment, (.)  

18                 and now (it is) >it was over< so quickly bu:t, 

19       (1.0)  

20              I:: I ju- I‟ve had,  

21       (0.7) 

22        the best time (xx) good. hahaha:: 

23 IEE:         +(ºx x xº)+     

      ir           +brings microphone to IR+ 

24  IR:           it‟s over just soon ºnowº. 

25      *(0.2)* 

       ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

26  IEE:       i kno:w. it was. i wish I could- (.) e::r  

27       +(0.4)+ 

       ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

28  IR:     do *it a↑┌gai*n┐? 

29  IEE:                   └x x    ┘just watch. 

       ir       *brings microphone to IEE* 

 

Eurovision 4 (02:55-03:09) 

1  IEE:    i think this was my best (.) e::r my best performance of (.) of all the::,  

2  (0.5) 

3           yeah all- all the times i ↓was on the sta:ge. 

4           +(0.4)+  

     ir   +brings microphone to IR+ 

5  IR:             you took your ↓moment (.) i‟m sure you will have a lot o:f points. 

6                   *(0.4)* 

     ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

7  IEE:   yea:h, let‟s hope, let‟s hope, let‟s hope that the:y, (.)  

8  they don‟t forget ↓Belgium this year. 
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Eurovision 5 (04:10-04:16) 

1  IR:  congratu↓lations:. 

2  (.) 

3  IEE:  thank you very ┌much┐. 

4  IR:     └we‟re┘ happy for Denma:rk, (.) 

5          to see you in the ↓final on Satur*da:y. 

      ir                   *brings microphone to IEE - -> 

6  IEE:          (0.2)* ·hh (0.2) we a::re (.) we are (.) very happy, 

- - ->* 

 

Eurovision 6 (01:27-01:45) 

1  IEE:      then (.) i just hope (0.2) for the Swedish people to vote for me,  

2      ^(0.3) +(0.2)^ 

    iee          ^nods^  

     ir               +brings microphone to IR- - > 

3              (0.4) 

       - ->  

4  IR:      ºbutº+ in the final it will be: a:: (0.3) proximately the same,  

                 - --> +  

5      as the: ↑semi-finals? 

6              *(0.3)* 

     ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

7  IEE:     yea:h.  

8    (0.3)  

9     er i ↓think so.  

10     (0.5)  

11     but ↓better.  

12     (0.3)  

13     of course.  

14     (0.2)  

15     better.  

16     (.)  

17         ha+haºhaº+┌°ha°┐ 

18  IR:                             └even┘ºerº same ↑styling? 
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       ir                +brings microphone to IR+ 

19           *(0.5)* 

       ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

20  IEE:   ↓same style.  

21      (0.5)  

22            but ↓better. (.) hahaha+ha. 

       ir                                                 +brings microphone to IR- - > 

23   IR:    (.) th+en we wish you good ↓luck. 

                - - > + 

24  IEE:        *(0.2)* ↓cool (.)↓thank you. 

       ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

  

Oscar 1 (00:13-00:33) 

 

                                                                           

                                                             

                                                                                                   
                                                                          

                                                                                      
 
 
 
 
 

 fragm.1 

5  (0.3) 

6   IR:  hahahaha. 

7  (.) 

8  IEE:  I don‟t ↓mind. 

 

      
                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                        

                                                                                             

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                            

                                                                                                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 fragm.2 

15  especially in the year,  

16             where there‟ve been so: many ↓great movie:s:. 

17             (0.5) 

18  IR:     °absolutely°.  

19       +an-+ and it‟s great to kind of see: you, (0.2) 

       ir     +brings microphone to IR+ 
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 fragm.3 

        

Oscar 2 (01:02-01.20) 

1  IR:  a lot of people on this carpet are probably excited to see you:, 

2  who are you excited to see when you‟re walking down tonight.  

3  *(0.6)* 

     ir÷  *brings microphone to IEE* 

4  IEE:  a:: 

5  (1.7) 

6  IR:          ººany friends?ºº 

7  IEE:  a:::,  

8  (0.2) 

9  IR:            ºº(xxx)ºº 

10  (2.7) 

11 IEE: ^i don‟t see anybody i kno:w yet.  

    iee          ^is turned towards the audience and away from IR - -> 

12  (0.4)  

13  ↓o::^:h. ×(.) you know who i ↑love? 

    iee   - ->^ 

    iee               ×,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,points at a guest in the audience --> 

    iee               - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  > 

14  IR:  +^ (.) no+┌::   ┐. 

15  IEE:                        └ººit‟*s┘Helena *Bon+ham Car×ter+ºº.=  

     ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

    iee             ^,,,,, - - >    is turning towards the guest and away from IR - ->> 

    iee        - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - >× 

     ir                                      *brings microphone to IEE*  

     ir                                                       +brings microphone to IR+ 

16  IR:           =Helena Bonham ^↓Carte:┌:r ┐. 

17  IEE:                                   └a: ┘:h. 

      iee             -- - - - - - - - - - - >^ 

18     (0.4) ≈lo*ve tha:*≈t woman. 
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     iee                      ≈,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, is turning towards IR≈  

     ir                *brings microphone to IEE* 

 

Oscar 3 (00:20-00:31) 

1  IEE:    I can‟t believe you just told everybody how ↓OLD i wa:s. (0.9) haha, 

2             +(0.3)+  

      ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

3  IR:            as it was ┌coming out of my ↓mouth (.) I knew I was like┐= 

4  IEE:                        └ (xxx)  haha - - - - - > (x)                                   ┘ 

5  IR:     =now I‟m in ↓trouble. 

6  IEE:    *(.) you* know I- (.) 

     ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

7             you know I love everyone of my ↓ye:ars,  

 

Rugby (00:06-00:16) 

1   IR:      what went wrong.  

2          (you got off) to such a wonderful sta:*:rt. 

     ir         *brings microphone to IEE- ->          

3  IEE:       (0.3)* (0.4) ↓yea:::s:: (.)↓interesting >wonder what went< wrong-. 

            - - >* 

4       (0.5) 

5       i have to think about it.  

6       (0.2)  

7       thi+nk about+ it. 

       ir:      +brings microphone to IR+ 

8       (.) 

9  RE:      ºbutº what did go wrong. 

10             *(0.4)* 

      ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

12  IEE:     i have to look. (.) look and think about it  

13      (.) 

14  think about it dee:ply, ↓very deeply. 
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VMA 1 (01:05-01:12) 

1  IEE:  but it‟s a little bit ↓older for a six>teen<-year-old writer. 

2  I‟ve no idea how, (.)  

3  or why: I wrote it at that age, +(.) bu┌t    ┐, 

4  IR:                                     └wh┘at‟s the +gist of # it. 

     ir                                                   +brings microphone to IR+ 

   #fig            #fig4 

5  IEE:          *(.) #·hh* I# >mean< it‟s all about the cycle of family, it‟s like, 

    ir   *brings microphone to IEE* 

   #fig        #fig5   #fig6 

 

VMA 2 (01:13-01:29) 

1  IR:      by the way conGRAtulations, 

2              on the best hip-hop video ↑nominee:, 

3              (0.2) 

4  IEE:     ye┌s (.) yes (.) (x)                     ┐ 

5  IR:                └>i mean< how do you ↓feel┘ about th*a:t 

     ir                       *brings microphone to IEE --> 

6       (.)* 

     ->* 

7  IEE:      man, this is my first MTV VMA a- (.) a↑wa:rd nomination,  

8               and i‟m like (0.2) i‟m over↓whelmed.  

9      and i‟m ↓grateful man. 

10      i‟m just ↓glad to be here. 

11          (0.2) +(0.1) 

       ir           +brings microphone to IR- -> 

12  RE:      a+bout time i say. (.) about time. 

    ->+ 

 

VMA 3 (00:12-00:23) 

1   IR:      >what is it< that makes this city so::: ↓SPEcial. 

2   IEE:          *(.) eh* you (guys gonna) see it. (.) e:rm what makes it so,   

     ir  *brings microphone to IEE* 

3              (.) I‟d just say (0.3) the hea:t, (.) in ↓south bea:ch. it ↓has to be (.) ↑right?  
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4       (0.2) 

5   IR:           +ab+so↓lu:te┌ly.  ┐ 

6   IEE:                                 └the ┘*↓pa:rtie:sss*. 

      ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

      ir              *brings microphone to IEE* 

7    IR:     +abso+↓lu:te┌ly. ┐ 

8    IEE:                               └the┘ *↓alco*ho:l. 

       ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

       ir             *brings microphone to IEE* 

9         +(.)+ 

       ir  +brings microphone to IR+ 

10   IEE:     the  *↓LIFE*style.  

      ir         *brings microphone to IEE* 

11            ↓all of (it). 

 


